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Abstract: The space-energy driven laser-ablation debris removal technology can remove or detach
multiple centimeter-level space debris in a single mission. However, the space-energy driven platform
can only rely on its own equipment capabilities to detect and identify space debris. It is necessary
to select multiple potentially removable debris targets to improve the removal efficiency. In this
paper, target selection for a space-energy driven laser-ablation debris removal system is analyzed
based on ant colony optimization. The intersection and interaction periods were given by the optimal
driving sequence calculation for multiple debris. Parameters such as the detection range, pulsed
energy, repetition frequency of the laser and trajectory of debris have been considered as inputs of
the simulation. Target selection and optimal action time have been calculated when a single debris
entered the detection range of the laser system. This optimization can significantly improve the
overall efficiency and laser energy utilization of the space-based laser platform for the same randomly
generated debris group, compared to the mode driven sequentially according to the order of entering
the laser action range. The results showed that after being filtered by the ant colony algorithm, the
number of removable debris doubled, and the de-orbit altitude increased by 15.9%. The energy
utilization rate of the laser removal system has been improved by 74.6%. This optimization algorithm
can significantly improve the overall work efficiency and laser energy utilization rate of the space-
energy driven system. It can remove more debris or have a larger effective orbit reduction distance
value for all debris.

Keywords: space-energy; laser ablation; space-based laser; target selection; ant colony optimization

1. Introduction

Space debris is a non-functional artificial object and its components operate in orbit
or re-enter the atmosphere on Earth. With the increasing frequency of space activities, the
amount of space debris has rapidly increased, posing a great threat to the safe operation
of in-orbit assets and the conduct of space activities [1]. The international community has
continued to pay attention to this issue, and countries around the world have reached
a broad consensus on jointly carrying out space debris environmental governance [2].
The measures taken for post-mission disposal and collision avoidance of space debris are
insufficient to suppress the continuous deterioration of the space debris environment. The
current international consensus is that the active removal of space debris is an inevitable
choice and the only way to ensure the long-term sustainability of space [3–5].

Currently, most active space debris removal technologies, including robotic arm capture,
fly net capture, harpoons, etc., are mainly aimed at large-sized debris above the meter level
and are difficult to apply to the removal of space debris on a scale of 1–10 cm [6–8]. However,
there is an urgent need to remove debris on a scale of 1–10 cm. On the one hand, 1–10 cm
debris cannot be actively avoided or passively protected at the current technological level,
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which is the main factor causing fatal damage to spacecrafts [9–11]. Targeted active removal
is needed to ensure the safety of spacecraft in orbit. On the other hand, due to the large
amount and the frequent collisions with each other, debris can generate secondary debris
when they collide [12–14]. It is necessary to actively remove them to suppress the continuous
deterioration of the space debris environment.

Space-energy driven laser-ablation debris removal involves using a strong laser beam
to irradiate the surface of the debris, causing the melting, vaporization, and ionization of
the material in the irradiation zone and forming of a plasma plume [15,16]. The impulse
coupling of the plasma plume causes the debris to obtain a reverse velocity increment,
thereby driving the movement of the debris, changing its orbit, and lowering it into the
atmosphere to achieve removal. This technology has the characteristics of simple operation,
long action distance, rapid response, low cost, and high reliability [17]. It is especially
suitable for the removal of 1–10 cm scale debris.

Due to the difficulty in tracking and cataloging 1–10 cm debris, the potential target
cannot be predicted and must be detected independently by the laser platform [18]. It is
hard to develop removal strategies in advance like the mechanical capture debris removal
method. During the removal period, the laser platform may discover multiple space debris
at the same time. Each of the detected debris may enter the ablation range, with a limited
time window and potential conflicts [19]. It is necessary to analyze, select and plan tasks in
real-time based on the detected debris.

The optimization of the selection and removal sequence of multiple debris during
laser removal is essentially the path optimization of the removal system. There are many
mature algorithms for path optimization. Ant colony optimization algorithms have good
robustness and excellent global search ability, which can quickly achieve the global opti-
mization [20–22].The core idea of ant colony optimization is the self-organizing collective
behavior of ants during foraging. It means that the shortest distance between the food
source and the nest can be found through collective search behavior. When ants move
between the food source and the nest, they will release a volatile pheromone along the way,
and other ants will follow the path of the released pheromone, and eventually the ants can
converge to the same path. At present, the max/min ant colony optimization can avoid
premature convergence and achieve better performance, making it the best ant colony
optimization algorithm to solve problems such as the traveling salesman and quadratic
allocation [23].

In this paper, mission planning based on the typical task flow of space-based laser
driven space debris removal is introduced. Single and multi debris de-orbit optimization
control algorithms were established based on the ant colony algorithm. The computational
effectiveness was verified using the debris generated near the platform orbit based on the
platform orbit information as an input.

2. Target Selection Model

Due to the requirement of tracking accuracy, space-based laser platforms cannot
perform laser irradiation under the guidance of other platforms. Even with the support of
additional detection data, the laser ablation process still needs to rely on the platform’s own
tracking and aiming equipment to detect and capture the target. When debris is detected, it
is necessary to determine whether it will enter the platform’s range of action based on its
trajectory, in order for the debris to be ablated. During the ablation process, the impulse
determines whether the interaction can effectively lower the orbit or propel the debris
away. The impulse direction generated by laser ablation is determined by the relative
positions of the debris and laser platform. Debris that enters the scope of ablation has a
limited time window, during which effective trajectory changes can be achieved through
propulsion. The process is illustrated in Figure 1. When multiple debris enter the scope of
action simultaneously or sequentially, challenges arise regarding the order of ablation and
selection in the presence of time conflicts. This requires further optimization of the optimal
action sequence based on their respective time windows and expected driving effects.
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Figure 1. Typical task flow for removing debris on a space-based laser platform.

Based on the introduction above, the process of a space-energy driven laser-ablation
debris removal system is as follows:

1. n targets T1−Tn were found at time t0−t1.
2. Calculate and filter the discovered debris to eliminate those that do not fall within the

scope of the platform.
3. Single target selection optimization. Calculate the relative position change of all

targets that will enter the scope of action one by one according to their estimated
tracks. Analyze their optimal action time when they can be effectively cleared (perigee
is less than 200 km) to obtain the optimal driving time.

4. Multi objective sequence optimization. With the goal of achieving the best overall
driving effect throughout the entire time period, analyze the time conflict situation of
the action window for all targets entering the range of action, resolve conflicts, and
form a driving time sequence.

5. After the target enters the range, it is sequentially driven according to the sequence.

2.1. Centimeter Space Debris Removal Scene

Due to the lack of a cataloging database for centimeter-level space debris, it is necessary
to construct a simulation calculation scenario that is as close to the actual situation as
possible based on the centimeter-level space debris data near the laser platform orbit.
The generated debris is the calculation input for sequence optimization. In this article,
based on the orbital parameters of the debris removal platform, the Monte Carlo random
sampling method is used to construct the orbital elements of the initial space debris near
the production platform orbit in Equations (1) and (2) [24].

→
Rm =

→
Rsc + d

→
Rm

=
→
Rsc + dRm

 cos Ele cos Az
cos Ele sin Az

sin Ele

 (1)

→
Vm = Vm

cos α sin β
cos α cos β

sin α

 (2)

Az is the azimuth angle of the debris relative to the removal system, Ele is the elevation
angle of the debris relative to the removal system, dRm is the relative position vector of
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debris m relative to the laser platform in the inertial frame, where dRm meets the detection
distance requirement [25]. Vm is the velocity vector of debris m in the inertial frame, where

Vm ∈
[√

µ

Rmax
,
√

µ

Rmin

]
(3)

Based on Equation (3), the initial space debris dataset can be obtained by using the
Monte Carlo random sampling method. It can be sorted according to the distribution
characteristics of space debris; for example, the orbital inclination of debris is less than 100◦

and the eccentricity is less than 0.05. If the perigee of debris is greater than 200 km, the
space debris database can be obtained.

The coordinate transformation matrix from the inertial coordinate system to the orbital
coordinate system (RSW) is in Equation (4) [26]:

Roi = Rz(u)Rx(i)Rz(Ω)

=

 cos u cos Ω− sin u cos i sin Ω cos u sin Ω + sin u cos i cos Ω sin u sin i
− sin u cos Ω− cos u cos i sin Ω − sin u sin Ω + cos u cos i cos Ω cos u sin i

sin i sin Ω − sin i cos Ω cos i


 xi

yi
zi

 = Rio

 r
0
0

 = a(1−e2)
1+e cos f

 cos u cos Ω− sin u cos i sin Ω
cos u sin Ω + sin u cos i cos Ω

sin u sin i

 = r

 cos δ cos α
cos δ sin α

sin δ


(4)

δ and α are the declination and right ascension of the debris, respectively. If the
positions of two space debris are equivalent, it is obvious in Equation (5) that:

as(1−es
2)

1+es cos fs
= a(1−e2)

1+e cos f cos us cos Ωs − sin us cos is sin Ωs
cos us sin Ωs + sin us cos is cos Ωs

sin us sin is

 =

 cos u cos Ω− sin u cos i sin Ω
cos u sin Ω + sin u cos i cos Ω

sin u sin i

 (5)

If the initial position of the laser platform is near the ascending/descending intersec-
tion point, Monte Carlo random sampling results in a probability of generating debris that
meet the requirements of around 4%. If there is a chance of a close intersection for two
space debris with different orbital inclinations, the time window of the leap is near to the
ascending or descending intersection point. According to Formula (3), it is necessary to
meet the following conditions in Equation (6) [27]:

as(1−es
2)

1+es cos fs
= a(1−e2)

1+e cos f cos us cos Ωs − sin us cos is sin Ωs
cos us sin Ωs + sin us cos is cos Ωs

sin us sin is

 =

 cos Ω
sin Ω

0

 (6)

2.2. Single Debris Selection

The single debris optimization control algorithm needs to target single space debris.
Based on the input of space debris, laser system and optimal de-orbit effect, the laser
ablation sequence can be determined. The laser ablation sequence includes start point, end
point, total period of the ablation and total pulse number of the laser system. The optimal
sequence is the shortest working time of the laser when two sequences can achieve the
same de-orbit reduction effect.

2.2.1. Laser Impulse Calculation

According to the information of the space debris and laser system, the maximum
de-orbit effect of debris can be calculated. If the perigee of space debris is lower than
200 km, it will be seen as successful removal.
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Simplify space debris as a planar target for laser impulse calculation, with the following
formula in Equation (7) [28]:

fLτ′L =
I0

m
=

Cm ILτL AL
m

cos(n̂, L̂R)n̂ (7)

where Cm is the impulse coupling coefficient, IL is the laser power density, τL is the laser

pulse width, AL is the laser irradiation area,
∧
n is the normal vector irradiated by a laser,

∧
LR is the direction of laser irradiation. The conditions for the target material to be irradiated
by the laser are in Equation (8):

cos(n̂, L̂R) < 0 (8)

In this study, it is assumed that the space debris is a circular aluminum alloy thin
plate. The plane normal vector irradiated by the laser is in the opposite direction to the
laser irradiation direction. We make this assumption because in current detection methods
it is difficult to obtain centimeter-level debris dimensions and material information at a
long distance.

2.2.2. Orbital Motion Model

Based on the relative motion between the space debris and laser platform, the intersec-
tion process between debris and the platform can be obtained. For space debris (perigee
below 400 km), the long-term impact of atmospheric drag on orbit must be considered, and
the formula for calculating atmospheric drag is in Equation (9) [29]:

fD = −CD A
2m ρVV

V = v−ωe × r
(9)

where CD ≈ 2.2 is the resistance coefficient, A/m is the surface to mass ratio of space debris,
ωe is the rotational velocity of the Earth. According to the fitting formula of American
standard atmosphere model, the atmospheric density of 200–600 km can be calculated by
the formula below in Equation (10):

ln( ρ
ρm

) = −9.595− 9.7875× 10−3( h
hu
− 200)+

7.0725× 10−6( h
hu
− 200)( h

hu
− 400)

(10)

Under the combined action of laser ablation force and atmospheric resistance, the
movement of space debris can be described by position velocity in Equation (11) [30]:

..
→
r s = g(

→
r s) + fD,s..

→
r d = g(

→
r d) + fD,d + fL(

→
r d,
→
r s)

= g(
→
r d) + fD,d + Fmaxu ·→n

(11)

Compared with the average laser ablation force, the impact of atmospheric drag can be
ignored in sequence planning when the altitude of the space debris is higher than 400 km.
At this point, the equation can be expressed as in Equations (12)–(14) [31]:

.
→
r s =

→
v s.

→
v s = −µ

→
r s
r3

s.
→
r d =

→
v d.

→
v d = −µ

→
r d
r3

d
+ Fmaxu ·→n

(12)
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Fmax =

{
0 i f ‖→r d −

→
r s‖ > rmin

CmE fL/M else
(13)

→
n =

→
r d −

→
r s

‖→r d −
→
r s‖

(14)

where u ∈ [0, 1] is the on/off condition of the laser system.
Under the σ(t) = hp,min − φ(t) = hp,min − hp(rd, vd) ≤ 0 condition, an appropriate

optimal control rate to minimize the debris perigee, or minimize the startup time when the
perigee height is less than 200 km can be given. The minimum performance index function
can be described as in Equations (15) and (16) [32]:

J = hp(t f ) + λ0

t f∫
t0

uFmaxdt

= [a(1− e)− RE] +
t f∫
t0

λ0uFmaxdt

= φ
(→

r d(t f ),
→
v d(t f )

)
+

t f∫
t0

L
(→

r d,
→
v d, uFmax

)
dt

(15)

where

a =

(
2

rd(t f )
−

vd(t f )
2

µ

)−1

, e =

√√√√[1−
rd(t f )

a

]2

+
rd(t f )

2vd(t f )
2

µa
(16)

This is a typical optimal control problem with state space constraints. When
solving based on the indirect method in optimal control, the Lagrangian function is in
Equations (17) and (18) [33]:

Jα = J +

t f∫
t0

κ · σdt = φ +

t f∫
t0

(L + κ · σ)dt (17)

ψ = H + κ · σ = L + λ · .
x + κ · σ (18)

The Hamiltonian function is in Equation (19):

H =
→
λ ·

.
→
x + L(x, u, t)

=
→
λ r ·

→
v d +

→
λv · (−µ

→
r d
r3

d
+ Fmaxu ·→n ) + λ0uFmax

=
→
λ r ·

→
v d −

→
λv · (µ

→
r d
r3

d
) + (λ0 +

→
λv ·

→
n )Fmaxu

.
→
λ = − ∂H

∂x − κ ∂σ
∂x.

→
λ r = µ

r3
d
(
→
λv − 3(

→
λ v ·
→
r d)

r2
d

→
r d

)
− κ ∂σ

∂
→
r d

= µ

r3
d
(
→
λv − 3(

→
λ v ·
→
r d)

r2
d

→
r d

)
+ κ

∂φ

∂
→
r d.

→
λv = −

→
λ r − κ ∂σ

∂
→
v d

= −
→
λ r + κ

∂φ

∂
→
v d

(19)

λ0 is the weight coefficient of perigee height and laser power on time.
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According to the optimal control rate, the Hamilton function can be minimized as
follows. When u is a continuous function in Equation (20),

∂H
∂u

= 0 (20)

when u is discontinuous in Equation (21),

u∗ = argu∈[0,1]minH (21)

That means u = 1, i f (ρ < 0), the switch function is ρ = (λ0 +
→
λv ·

→
n )Fmax,

→
n =

→
r d−

→
r s

‖→r d−
→
r s‖

. At the same time, the relaxation conditions κ · σ = 0, κ ≥ 0, σ ≤ 0 are

met. This indicates that the clearance height constraint σ = 0 is reached, the perigee will not
change and no force u = 0 will be applied. Otherwise,κ = 0. At the same time, the terminal
covariate variables need to meet Equation (22):

→
λ r(t f ) =

∂φ

∂
→
r d(t f )

→
λv(t f ) =

∂φ

∂
→
v d(t f )

(22)

The solution is divided into two steps. First, solve the optimal control problem of the
lowest perigee altitude κ = 0 to obtain the time window for orbit descent. For space debris
that can be cleared, the laser on/off time is optimized to minimize the laser working period.

2.3. Multiple Debris Selection

To solve the combinatorial optimization problem, expressing it in a standard format
is the first step. Then, use the ant colony algorithm to determine the decision point ac-
cording to the pheromone as the feedback carrier between exploration and utilization.
Construct the pheromone of each ant individual incrementally according to the correspond-
ing pheromone-updated rules. Plan the behavior direction of the ant colony activity from
the overall perspective. Work out the optimal solution of the combinatorial optimization
problem from the cycle. The process is shown in Figure 2.

The continuous ant colony algorithm (CACA) is a method that extends traditional
ant colony algorithms to continuous domains. Theoretically, the global optimal obtained
through this algorithm. Due to its proximity to the original formula of ant colony algorithm,
ACOR has the potential to solve mixed discrete–continuous optimization problems [34].
But, this article mainly studies its use to solve pure continuous optimization problems.

The core idea of ant colony algorithms is to select solutions based on a biased probabil-
ity and gradually build a complete solution set. In each step, ants choose the composition of
the solution from the feasible solution by the probability property according to the formula
in Equation (23) [35]:

p( cij
∣∣sp) =

τij
α ·η(cij)

β

∑
cil∈N(sp)

τil
α ·η(cil)

β , ∀cij ∈ N(sp)

Pi(j) = ∑
cil∈N(sp)

τil
α · η(cil)

β
(23)

Each element of the feasible solution and its probability constitute the discrete prob-
ability distribution of the ant sampling, so as to select the elements to be added to the
current solution space Cij is the j-th element of the solution constructed by ant i, which is
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heuristic information and is generally chosen as the reciprocal of the objective function.
The pheromone τij is updated as follows in Equation (24) [36]:

τij =

{
(1− ρ)τij + ρ∆τ if τij ∈ sch

(1− ρ)τij otherwise
(24)
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Pheromone Q/Lk is usually updated with global information ∆τ, which has a good
performance in solving TSP problems.

Referring to the idea of discrete probability distribution in the ant colony algorithm,
ACOR proposes a continuous probability distribution for variable optimization in a contin-
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uous domain. It is further transformed into sampling in the Gaussian kernel probability
density function GI in Equation (25) [37]:

Gi(x) =
k
∑

l=1
ωl gi

l(x) =
k
∑

l=1
ωl

1
σi

l
e
−

(x−µi
l )

2

2σi
l
2

µi
l = si

l

ωl =
1

qk
√

2π
e
− (l−1)2

2q2k2

σi
l = ξ

k
∑

e=1

|si
e−si

l |
k−1

(25)

where k is the number of stored solutions (which cannot be less than the number of
variables), q and ξ are the setting parameters of the algorithm.

The multi debris optimization algorithm needs to calculate the intersection process
between debris and the laser system. Time to enter the ablation range, time to leave,
time of the intersection window and global de-orbit effect all have to be considered as
the optimization goal. The core issue is to resolve conflicts between space debris with
conflicting time windows based on single space debris optimization. During the process, it
is necessary to consider the rotation time of the laser system attitude. There should be a
sufficient time interval between adjacent space debris based on their different positions.

Tabu lists provide important information when making choices in ant colony algo-
rithms [38]. They can be used to solve conflict resolution. In order to achieve decoupling of
sequence optimization and on-off time optimization for better optimization efficiency, it is
necessary to determine whether the time series between adjacent space debris conflict. The
resolution strategy needs to be deterministic to ensure that the sequence and the on/off
time can be determined.

The time series relationships between adjacent debris can be divided into four types.

1. stopi−1 + Tsei ≤ bsei, if there is no conflict, debris i should be added to the
feasible solution.

2. bsei−1 < bsei − Tsei < stopi−1, while stopi − Tsei ≥ bsei − Tsei ≥ stopi−1, a conflict
resolution algorithm needs to be used.

3. bsei − Tsei < bsei−1(< stopi−1) and stopi−1 < stopi − Tsei, some conflicts require
the use of conflict resolution algorithms.

4. bsei − Tsei < bsei−1 and stopi−1 ≥ stopi − Tsei, if there is a complete conflict and
no solution, then debris i should be added to the tabu table.

Among them, numerical integration is required to calculate the benefits
gaini = f (bsei, stopi). Steering time Tsei = g(stopi−1, arri) is required to be calculated
according to the inertial pointing of the two debris and the attitude response speed of the
laser system, which needs to meet the following requirements in Equation (26):

waiti = bsei − arri
= bsei − (stopi−1 + Tsei)
= bsei − stopi−1 − g(stopi−1, bsei) ≥ 0

(26)

At the initial stage waiti < 0, it is necessary to adjust bsei (Strategy 1) or stopi−1
(Strategy 2) to meet Tsei = g(stopi−1, bsei) = bsei − stopi−1. An iterative algorithm is used
to solve the problem. Among them, the strategy selection adopts a greedy strategy. When the
profit of the current debris is more than that of the adjustment, the constraint is satisfied, so
select strategy 1. Otherwise, choose strategy 2.

When selecting the next debris according to the state transition probability, this paper
comprehensively considers decision factors such as pheromone concentration, debris
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removal income, removal window length, and waiting time. The calculation formula is as
follows in Equation (27) [3]:

p( cij
∣∣sp) =

τij
α ·gain(cij)

β ·[1/width(cij)]
γ ·[1/wait(cij)]

δ

∑
cil∈N(sp)

τil
α ·gain(cil)

β ·[1/width(cil)]
γ ·[1/wait(cil)]

δ , ∀cij ∈ N(sp)

Pi(j) = ∑
cil∈N(sp)

τil
α · gain(cil)

β · [1/width(cil)]
γ · [1/wait(cil)]

δ
(27)

where α, β, γ, δ are the weights of various decision-making factors.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Debris Removal Scenarios

The inputs of the simulation are in Table 1. The debris are simplified into circular
aluminum alloy sheets with a diameter of 10 cm and a thickness of 1 mm.

Table 1. Laser system configurations.

Parameters Name Value

Altitude 650 km
Inclination 97.7◦

Right ascension 120◦

Detection range 200 km
Laser driving range 100 km

Attitude pointing turning speed 15◦·s−1

Laser single pulse energy 300 J
Spot diameter 15 cm
Pulse width 50 nm

Repetition frequency 100 Hz

There are 20,000 debris generated that can enter the detection range of the platform
using the laser system orbit as the input. The distribution of these debris is shown in
Figures 3 and 4. After target selection, 118 debris can enter the range of the laser system
and have a time window for de-orbit.
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The distribution of the relative distance and velocity between the space debris and the
laser system are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The results showed that the relative velocity
between most of the space debris and the laser system is large, making it difficult to remove.
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Figure 5. Relative distance distribution between space debris and laser platform.

The results indicated that the intersection of space debris is approximately in the same
orbit as the laser system. The orbital inclination and the right ascension of the ascending node
are approximately the same. The relative speed is low and the window of time to meet the
operating distance is long. Debris can be successfully cleared after a period of laser ablation,
but the number of such debris is relatively small. Most of the debris and the laser system
have different orbits, with a difference of about 180◦ in right ascension at the ascending node
as shown in Figures 7 and 8. This results in a relatively high relative velocity and a shorter
window of time to meet the operating distance, making it difficult to clear.
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Figure 7. Distribution of declination/latitude argument and orbital inclination of right ascension of
the ascending node.

If the initial position of the platform is not near to the ascending/descending intersec-
tion point, Monte Carlo random sampling results in the probability of generating debris
that meet the requirements of about 1%.

Taking the initial latitude angle of the laser system u = 120◦, the distribution of debris
data is shown in Figures 9 and 10. It is evident that when space debris and the laser system
are coplanar, the relative velocity is low. In most cases, space debris and the laser system
are not coplanar and have relatively high velocities. At this point,sin us sin is = sin u sin i
and arcsin(sin u sin i) ≤ is, us ≤ 180◦ − arcsin(sin u sin i).
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Taking the initial latitude angle of the laser platform u = 90◦, the distribution of space
debris is shown in Figures 11 and 12. Similar to the previous example, in most cases, the
relative speed is relatively high.

3.2. Single Debris selection

For debris with a descent window that cannot be cleared, the descent window is
the on-off time corresponding to the maximum change in the height of the debris orbit.
For debris that can be cleared, ACOR optimization is used to obtain the clearing window
corresponding to the shortest ablation time. The output of some of the debris is shown in
Table 2. Debris no. 64, 234, and 370 can be effectively removed when the perigee is less
than 200 km. Most of the debris-driven windows have conflicts, as shown in Figure 13.
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Table 2. Results of single debris selection.

Debris No. Start Point (s) End Point (s) Perigee before
Ablation (km)

Perigee in the
End (km)

Total Ablation
Time (s)

Total Impulses
(Counts)

5 3.366 9.1304 547.13 538.43 5.7644 577
9 0.4006 4.0593 646.80 644.98 3.6587 366

12 0.0025 1.0425 560.64 560.40 1.0400 104
13 0.1110 0.2911 551.62 540.51 0.1801 18
16 0.0559 1.0536 515.45 509.86 0.9977 100
20 0.0320 3.8829 485.59 482.39 3.8509 385
22 0.0198 2.6900 732.91 730.93 2.6702 267
23 2.4485 6.8648 578.77 333.93 4.4163 442
24 3.7218 64.6199 597.27 225.09 60.8981 6090
37 1.1161 24.2846 685.82 574.21 23.1685 2317
64 11.8880 104.4701 509.83 199.85 92.5821 9258

234 10.0590 167.2413 474.85 199.74 157.1823 15,718
370 24.1154 140.9113 520.92 199.78 116.7959 11,680
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3.3. Multi Debris Selection

For 20 space debris with orbit reduction windows, the ant colony algorithm shown in
Table 3 was used to obtain the optimal orbit reduction sequence as shown in Figure 14, and
the optimization results are shown in Table 4. The driving sequence is 7-16-18-19. It can be
seen that four debris were effectively lowered and two of them were successfully removed.
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Table 3. Parameter settings for ant colony algorithm.

Parameters Name Variable Value

Number of ants mAnt 20
Transfer Rule Parameters str 0.5
Importance of pheromone alpha 1
Importance of heuristic function beta 3
Importance of waiting time gama 1
Importance of window width for orbit reduction delta 1
Pheromone volatilization factor rho 0.85
Maximum number of iterations iter_max 20
Stop condition for deviation of objective function MaxStallGen 5
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Table 4. Results of multiple debris selection with optimization.

Sequence No. Debris No. Start Point
(s)

End Point
(s)

Perigee
before

Ablation
(km)

Perigee after
Ablation

(km)

Total
Ablation
Time (s)

Total
Impulses
(Counts)

7 64 11.8880 104.4701 509.8295 199.8850 92.5819 9259
16 269 108.8915 162.5621 595.7943 389.8226 53.6702 5367
18 234 167.2413 281.6858 474.8490 199.7381 114.4445 11,445
19 99 286.8095 468.8938 524.2445 450.2049 183.0840 18,309

If optimization is not entered, the regular driving sequence of the laser system is to
sequentially drive the debris according to the entry time. It means continuously driving
the first debris that enters the scope of the laser, and then moving on to the next debris
when it leaves the scope o fthe laser or is effectively removed. The de-orbit effect obtained
is shown in Table 5, with a driving sequence of 1-8-15-18. As shown in Figure 14, it can
be seen that this scheme only effectively removes one debris from the orbit. From this, it
is shown that after target selection and sequence optimization, the number of removable
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debris has doubled, and the de-orbit effect has increased by 15.9%. The energy utilization
rate of the laser system has increased by 74.6%.

Table 5. Results of multiple debris selection without optimization.

Sequence No. Debris No. Start Point
(s)

End Point
(s)

Perigee
before

Ablation
(km)

Perigee after
Ablation

(km)

Total
Ablation
Time (s)

Total
Impulses
(Counts)

1 306 0.8238 1.1715 554.2266 553.2588 0.3476 34
8 351 8.6938 50.4794 556.0903 455.0806 41.7860 4179
15 24 64.6202 162.1677 597.2702 227.3991 97.5478 9755
18 234 167.2413 281.6858 474.8490 199.7381 114.4445 11,445

4. Conclusions

This study conducts research on the problem of target selection for a space-energy
driven laser-ablation debris removal system based on ant colony optimization. Opti-
mization algorithms for single target selection, optimal driving time windows, and multi-
objective optimal driving sequences have been established. Calculation and verification
have been conducted using the platform’s peripheral debris information, produced by the
Monte Carlo method, as samples. The results show that this algorithm can effectively meet
the requirements of target selection and sequence optimization for the space-energy driven
laser-ablation debris removal system. Compared with the situation without optimization,
the number of removable debris is doubled, and the de-orbit effect is increased by 15.9%.
The energy utilization rate of the space-energy driven laser-ablation debris removal system
has increased by 74.6%. This algorithm is of great significance for the in-orbit engineering
application of the space-energy driven laser-ablation debris removal system, especially for
the process control of debris removal tasks of large-scale, high-energy, and high-frequency
space-based pulse laser platforms.

In this paper, only ant colony optimization algorithms are used to study the screening
and path planning of laser removal of space debris, but there are slow rates of convergence
and local optimization problems. In the process of laser removal of space debris, there
are various requirements such as maximizing the energy utilization rate of the removal
system, optimizing the de-orbit effect, fast response ability, and orbital transfer, as well
as removal scenarios under various distributions of space debris. In subsequent research,
considering the initial state of debris and removal systems, hybrid and meta-acoustics
algorithms could be used to study scenarios where a single removal system responds to
multiple debris [39,40]. Considering the mutual cooperation and optimization among
multiple systems, adaptive algorithms and self-adaptive algorithms could be used to
study the scenario of removing space debris from a constellation composed of multiple
removal systems [41,42]. Considering the characteristics of debris distribution intervals,
island algorithms could be used to study the removal of multiple debris within different
orbital ranges by relay [43,44]. In future research, the proposed approaches above could be
effectively compared to each other to improve the efficiency of the last removal system.
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